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                    Address information

                    
                        Molenaar Edition B.V. 

                        Samsonweg 104-106 

                        NL-1521 RM Wormerveer 

                        The Netherlands 

                    

                    
                        Telephone: + 31 – (0)75-6286859 

                        Fax: + 31 (0)75-6214991 

                        Email: office@molenaar.com 

                    

                    
                        IBAN: NL47ABNA0485757575 

                        BIC:ABNANL2A 

                    

                    
                        Chamber of Commerce number: 35022933 

                        VAT number: NL800831020B01 
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                                    If you order something from Molenaar Edition, it will be shipped within 1 to 2
                                    working days. If we cannot deliver something so quickly, you will be notified. Music
                                    cannot be returned.

                                    Payment can be done through Ideal, Paypal or creditcard (Visa or Mastercard).

                                    Shipments take place with Fedex or PostNL. The shipping costs depend on the weight
                                    and size of the package.
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Illegal copies
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    Copying (publication and multiplication) of sheet music and lyrics without the
                                    permission of the copyright holder (the composer, lyricist, editor, arranger and
                                    music publisher) is prohibited. Sheet music is widely copied at the expense of the
                                    income of composers, lyricists and music publishers. If they are not paid for their
                                    work, they can no longer practice their profession. And that means that it is
                                    becoming increasingly difficult to release that beautiful lyric or that innovative
                                    composition.

                                    Publication of reproduction therefore requires the permission of the publisher

                                    If music practitioners and other enthusiasts want to make a copy of, for example, a
                                    lyric of a piece of musical notation and place it on the internet of a week's club
                                    magazine, please contact the publisher (office@molenaar.com) of, for example, Musi ©
                                    opy

                                    Making public means: making a piece of sheet music visible, for example, in a
                                    different way than with the original. For example by copying, projecting,
                                    overwriting, burning on a CD, recording in a book or magazine, showing it on a
                                    screen or via the internet, etc.

                                    Reproduction means: Making more copies of the original (or a copy thereof).

                                    The copyright law where the whole is recorded can be viewed at
                                    http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0001886/2017-09-01
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